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Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2007 10:47 PM ^DWC, ,Tnmn, , r ^
To: dwolff@state.pa.us; IRRC; mabender@state.pa.us ! ' ! U ™ ; H : i j ; : ^ ! u n i

Subject: Comments on proposed amendments to the Dog Law regulations ' ^ ; «'<

First, I would like to commend the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture (the Department) and the Bureau of
Dog Law Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions for dogs
housed and bred in Pennsylvania's commercial breeding facilities. It is my sincere hope that with the passage
of the portion of these amendments that regulates kennels, the commercial breeding facilities currently
operating in Pennsylvania as puppymills will reform their operations and start treating and housing their
breeding dogs in a humane way, so that Pennsylvania can stop being known as the puppymill capital of the
Northeast.

As a volunteer for Cairn Rescue USA, and an adoptive home of a Cairn that was rescued by this organization
from a mill, I am very concerned, however, about the material adverse effect that the proposed amendments as
drafted will have on dog rescues that use foster homes but do not operate kennels. I am also outraged that the
Department would think that these rescues and their foster home volunteers deserve to be regulated like
puppymills, which is what these amendments do by including them in the definition of Establishment, which
then turns those rescues into statutory kennels and their foster homes into separate kennel locations if the rescue
adopts more than 26 dogs per year anywhere in the country.

Rescues that use foster homes in Pennsylvania play a key role assisting local shelters in rehabilitating and re-
homing Pennsylvania's homeless dogs and preventing thousands of dogs from being euthanized. They do this
with their own funding and volunteers. Most are small organizations with no paid staff and spend all their
funding in procuring veterinary care for their dogs. Foster homes generally have from 1 to 5 foster dogs, not
the dozens of dogs that a commercial kennel would have nor the hundreds of dogs that puppymills typically
have. If the Department chooses to impose on these rescues the same regulations that apply to commercial
kennels and puppymills, it will drive them out of business to the detriment of the dogs in Pennsylvania that need
their assistance and often also their breed expertise. Few if any residents of Pennsylvania will want to subject
themselves to possibly unconstitutional searches by the Department for the privilege of helping a homeless
dog. Few if any of these rescues will be able to bear the costs of complying, estimated by the Department to be
at least $5,000 per regulated organization. Worse, these regulations will become effective at the same time that
the puppymills will be dumping their older breeding stock in order to come into compliance with the new space,
structural and care requirements contained in the amendments, and it is precisely these rescues with their foster
home networks that normally take these dogs for rehabilitation to try to undo the physical and psychological
damage that results from the years of suffering that these dogs have endured at the mills. Who will take them if
you drive the rescues out of business? The requirement that all dogs brought into Pennsylvania have a health
certificate will also add $50 minimum to the adoption fees charged by the rescues for dogs adopted in
Pennsylvania as the rescues will have to pass on their costs and this cost will thus be borne by the general public
so it is not true that this is cost-neutral to the public.

I urge the Department to remove from the amendments ALL the provisions that would cause dog rescues that
use foster homes, and the foster homes themselves, to be regulated as kennels, that would make it illegal to
accept dogs from or provide transport assistance to unlicensed rescues, that would require that all dogs entering
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PA from other states have a health certificate and not just proof of rabies vaccination and that would require
rescues to issue, collect and remit the fees for PA licenses for their adopted dogs. Dog rescues are already
regulated as such in a different part of the Dog Law in a manner that is consistent with the fact that most rescues
are all-volunteer organizations with limited financial and human resources.

I thank you in advance for your time and consideration of my comments and applaud your efforts to regulate the
puppymills and stop the mistreatment and abuse that is currently endured by their breeding dogs, but please, do
not kill the dog rescues that operate in Pennsylvania in the process.

Sincerely,

Lisa Fulginiti
6504 Hollow Drive
East Petersburg, PA 17520
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